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• Forty-year career developing pharmaceutical solutions to fight infectious diseases 
and solving the myriad challenges involved in suppressing epidemics

• HIV, H5N1, Ebola, Zika, measles, malaria and others
• Epidemic Intervention

• Developing and commercializing first test for HIV (Centocor/DuPont)
• Managing Roche Diagnostics and Tamiflu suppression of H5N1 Influenza

• Pharmaceutical Development
• Led or supported the discovery, development and/or launch of 27 pharmaceutical, 

13 diagnostic and 6 vaccine products
• Health Policy and Technology Management 

• Founded and led the Healthcare and Life Sciences Divisions of Andersen Consulting 
(Accenture) and IBM in the US, and in EU, Middle East and Africa (EMEA).

• President of the largest independent specialty pharmacy and Head of Innovation and 
Growth at the largest not-for-profit hospital system
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Fred Update

• Advising businesses on strategies for opening safely    ~ 4.5 million employees

• Advising Nation States on mitigation and control          ~ 2.2 billion citizens

• Advising NGOs on best strategies                                     ~ $42 billion of aid annually  

• Advising state & local governments                                     17 states and 2 metro areas

• Vaccine Producers & Distributors – PPPs

• U.S. Military, DoD, OWS
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Vaccine Distribution and 

Database Implementation

COVID-19 Strategy

7 Transitions 

Notes:
• This material is an 

extremely simplified 

discussion of a very 
complex topic.

• It is still early days in 
our knowledge of 
the virus, so expect 
changes in data.

• The opinions 
presented are mine 
alone. 

• Please be a super 
spreader – use this 
material in context 
liberally. 

This material is based on my experience developing 6 vaccines and managing prior pandemics.

COVID experience includes -

Jurisdiction Playbook

12,000 Municipalities



• Herd Immunity Overview

• Vaccine candidates earn EUA approval
• why the candidates seem to be safe and promising

• How the unknowns could impact herd immunity

• Potential Scenarios we face (risk of have/have not being 
exacerbated)

• Vaccination Implementation–the challenges

• The case for global, not local, view
• The economic outlook

• Predictions

• Q&A

Agenda
Will these new vaccines lead us to achieving herd immunity and normalcy? If so, when?
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Successful Herd Immunity

• Insufficient population of 

immune lets susceptible become 

infected

• R0 rises above 1.0

Herd immunity is determined in hindsight, not in real time.
Herd immunity can only be achieved through vaccination.

Herd-Immunity Threshold = 1–1/R0

• Sufficient population of immune 

protects the susceptible

• With an insufficient number of 

hosts there can be no viral 

outbreak

• R0 stays below 1.0

Failed Herd Immunity 

Herd immunity is not a steady state
• R0  changes w/ our behavior
• R0 varies over time and geography
• R0 varies with viral variants

Herd immunity is more difficult 
to  achieve when:

• Asymptomatic spread is high

• Virus is abundant

• Impact varies by population 

groups

How Is Herd Immunity Determined?



Obstacles to Vaccine 
Effectiveness

Obstacles to Vaccine 
Adoption

Obstacles to Disease-
Induced Immunity

Vaccine-related risk factors:
• Vaccine reduces severity but not 

transmission (Low)

• Vaccine is not durable, requiring 
frequent boosters (Medium)

• Vaccine is not safe for enough of the 
population (Low)

Virus-mutation-related risk factors:
• Escaping vaccines or medicines 

under selection pressure (High)

• Becoming more transmissible (High)

• Becoming more virulent (Medium)

Geography-related risk factors:
• Distribution/delivery logistics (High)

• Allocation, line-jumping, exclusion of 
have-nots (Medium)

• Ability to scale production (Low)

Public-confidence-related risk factors:
• Populations with history-based trust 

issues (High)

• Concerns about speed of 
development, trust of sources (High)

• Anti-vaxxer efforts, social media 
impact (High)

Effectiveness-related risk factors:
• Effectiveness could vary among 

patients (Medium)

• Effectiveness could wane quickly 
compared to vaccine-induced 
effectiveness (Medium)

Durability-related risk factors:
• Durability could vary among patients 

(Medium)

• Durability could wane quickly 
compared to vaccine-induced 
durability (Medium)
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How is Herd Immunity Calculated?
What % of total population must acquire immunity to protect those without immunity?

Percent of 
Population with 
Disease-Induced 

Immunity
X

Percent of 
Transmission 
Blocked by 

Vaccine
+=

Percent of 
Population 

with 
Immunity

Seems simple, but there are many uncertainties with new vaccines for a new virus.
(Effectiveness) (Adoption)

Percent of 
Population 
Vaccinated



The Vaccines

• Why the candidates are safe, effective and promising

• What we still don’t know and how those unknowns impact herd 
immunity
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To achieve herd immunity, the 
vaccines must be effective, safe, 
durable and accessible



Vaccines are Safe and Promising
but Unknowns Remain
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Safety
Clinical Measurements: 
✓ Low Serious Adverse Event Rates
✓ Broad Clinical Trial Inclusion
✓ Broad Demographic Eligibility
✓ Low Thresholds and Types of 

Adverse Events
✓ Large Numbers of Subjects 

Effectiveness
✓ Reduction in severity of 

symptoms
✓ Double-blind, placebo-

controlled trials
• Transmission data pending

Durability: 
• Durability data pending

Scalability
• Manufacturing and 

distribution are now scaling 
rapidly

✓ = Demonstrated in EUA submission



How did we get safe, effective vaccines so fast?
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May June Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Process Development Scale-up

Validate

Large Scale Production

Process Development Scale-up

Validate

Large Scale Production

Discovery/

Pre Clinical

Discovery/Pre Clinical

& Licensing

Phase 1

Phase 1

Phase 2 and Phase 3 EUA – BLA Studies

EUA – BLA StudiesPhase 2/3

Moderna

Pfizer

30,351 Subjects

43,448 Subjects

Scale and speed: Race to deliver the same platform technologies to more populations faster

To achieve herd immunity, the vaccines must be effective, safe, durable and accessible.  This will be evaluated for 2 years

The speed occurred because
1. The new genetic and platform scientific tools are faster 

2. We had a head start with SARS experience

3. The international community agreed early on clinical end points and safe trial standards

4. Governments de-risked the development and scale-up by guaranteeing sales before clinical trial completion

5. The pandemic was rampant, so finding large numbers of trial subjects and determining efficacy fast was easy 

The trials were fast, properly done and independently reviewed.  



Efficacy: Vaccine > Natural Infection Antibody Levels
• To beat COVID, both immediate and persistent immune responses must be engaged.  

• Both vaccines achieved clinical end-points – Moderna Higher, Pfizer Broader

• Vaccines will likely confer better, longer immunity than surviving the disease itself

• If you have had COVID, still take the vaccine (unless contra-indicated)
• To assure effectiveness and durability, two doses are needed
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Phase 1

~ 100

~ 150

Pfizer

~ 180

Moderna

~100

18–70
yr old

71+ yr old

Circulating Antibodies

0.2

0.8

CD4*

Cellular Immunity (persistent) 
0.25

CD 8* 

Pfizer only

+50 – 80%
4 – 12x

Convalescent 
Plasma & 

Single Dose 
Levels

Convalescent 
Plasma & 

Single Dose 
Levels



Large, Broad & Representative Pool of Test Subjects
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Phase 2/3

Pfizer
44,448

Moderna
30,351Trial size – n

Male/Female 51%/49% 52%/48%

Active/Placebo 50%/50% 50%/50%

White

Black/African Am

All Others

82%

10%

8%

79%

10%

11%

Ethnicity

Hispanic/Latino

Non-Hispanic

26%

73%

21%

79%

16/18 – 65 years

>65 years old

Prior COVID Infection

79%

21%

75%* 

25%

*17% at health risk% 

4%

Pivotal Ph 3 Subjects Studied
Very safe for highly represented populations and for

• Those 56 or older (accounts for 40% of trial)

• Stable Chronic Disease 

• Stable HIV, HBV, HCV 

The vast majority of Americans are represented in the test populations of both Moderna’s and Pfizer’s vaccines.  

Slightly underrepresented
- Black Americans

- Those at Health Risk

Excluded – Speak with your Physician
- immunocompromised (except JnJ)

- pregnant

- Pfizer – highly allergic

- Anti-coagulant and Anti-platelet medications

- Underrepresented, Pfizer 16 – 18 yrs old

Not authorized – Through clinical trial only 
- children under 16



Conservative efficacy endpoints: 
Delays ability to determine herd immunity

Case Endpoint Definition 
Note:  JnJ = 2 weeks to efficacy endpoint

28 days apart
21 days apart +7 Pfizer Endpoint Eval.

+14 Moderna Endpoint Eval.

CDC definition also includes fatigue, headache, nasal congestion or runny nose, and nausea
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FDA Approval Threshold 50%

Overall 94.1%

95.0%

Pfizer

18 – 65

65+

95.6%

95.1%

94.9%

86.4%

At Risk
94.6%

95.0%

93.2%

95.0%

97.5%

94.9%

White

Com. Of Color

Male

Female

95.4%

96.4%

93.1%

93.7%
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Efficacy – 95% For Both Vaccines for all groups

Moderna

100%

There are no 
statistically relevant  
differences between 

the vaccines or
stratified populations by 

health status or 
demography between 
or within each vaccine

Both vaccines vastly 
exceeded minimum 

target efficacy 
thresholds of 50%

Take either vaccine – they use the same technology and platforms and are the same statistically



The vaccines prevent severe infections
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FDA Approval Threshold 50%

Severe Disease

Protection 100%

88.9%

100%

Pfizer protected 8 of 9 severe cases, 
Moderna protected in 11 of 11 severe cases*

Both vaccines prevent severe infections - critical for policy and hospital capacity management 

*Moderna had a broader definition of severe case definition, including organ failure
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Moderna: 94% Reduction of COVID Cases, 2 doses

94.1% Reduction
in COVID cases



Pfizer: 52-82% Efficacy after Dose 1; 95% after 2
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After Dose 1 = 82.0% (CI: 75.6, 86.9)

Vaccine Efficacy

52.4% (CI:29.5, 68.4)* Between dose 1 & 2  

*Note:  The trial did not have a single dose arm.  It was not designed to measure during this short an observation period and this is not a statistically valid finding of the study

After dose 2 = 94.8% (CI: 89.6, 97.8)

94.8% Reduction
in COVID cases

Two doses will be required to achieve herd immunity in the U.S.



Pfizer Cumulative Incidence of COVID-19 After Dose 1
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*Note:  The trial did not have a single dose arm.  It was not designed to measure during this short an observation period and this is not a statistically valid finding of the study

Opportunity to 
conduct single 
dose trial?



Safety: Signal Detection is Too Shallow in Undersized, Fast trials
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Adverse Events

Serious Adverse Event

Critical Unknowns
1. Population stratification of Serious Adverse Events 

(SAEs)

2.    Risk of Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE)

3.    Risk of late onset SAEs

4.    Risks in excluded populations (pregnant, ethnic    

groups, under 16)

5.    Contraindications based on prior diseases, health     

status, medications

6. Critical safety profile differences between vaccines

(Opportunity for niche second generation vaccines)

7. Real world impact of expired or mis-administered        

vaccines in non-clinical trial setting 

Short Term

Long Term

Rare

(6 months+)

(1 in Million+)Frequent

WHO 3 months
USA 2 months

Most Dangerous 

Scenario 

Currently

12/21 Current 

Trials Detection 

Limit

2022 

Detection

Limits

Current Trial

Detection Limit

12/21 Current 

Trials Detection 

Limit

1/1000

Area of 
Greatest Risk

FDA 

Shift

Large sample size needed to detect rare but serious adverse events in populations.  Serious 

adverse events arising after six months are rare in vaccines.
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Reactogenicity
Higher with second dose, younger subjects & on second day
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Reactogenicity

Expect Fever, Chills and Muscle Pain



Safety Best Scenario: No SAE’s in High-Risk Populations 

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21

Injections Start

20M 102 M 195M

9/214/21 11/21

Cumulative Vaccinated Population

No Vaccine

10% of Total Population cannot take

1% of Total Population cannot take

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21

Injections Start

20M 102 M 195M

9/214/21 11/21

Cumulative Vaccinated Population

No Vaccine

10% of 12% High  Mortality Population vs avg 1% 

mortality rate cannot take

1% of High Mortality Population cannot take 90% 

symptomologic protective effective vaccine

1200

1100

485

If Serious Adverse Events exclude High Mortality 

Population from taking the vaccine

If Serious Adverse Events (e.g. allergy to drug) 

are highly dispersed in the population

Adverse Event Severity and Frequency matters!  One serious adverse event can wreck a trial and your experience.  

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria of a trial matters!  It takes time.  Watch numbers tested in stratified populations, the 

threshold for reporting a serious adverse event and see if you are at higher risk of an adverse events with selected vaccines.  

1200

375

Reported ~1/50,000 None Reported <1/5,000,000
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Pfizer: No Excess Deaths or Grade 4 Adverse Events                    

Moderna – Adverse events by organ system was even better than Pfizer’s.

Comparative Risk – Risk of dying from COVID in the U.S. today   1:1000 
Risks of dying from vaccine – 0 determined: 12,000,000  



Both Vaccines Pass Risk: Benefit EUA Hurdle 
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73,799



Unknowns Remain
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Safety Data Needed
• Longitudinal study of safety data:   

- long term, 
- real world, 
- large populations

• In specific populations by health: 
pregnancy, pediatrics (dose 
ranging), immunocompromised

• In specific populations by 
demography

• Contraindicated medicines

Effectiveness
Clinical Data:
• Against severe important endpoints 

(reduction in hospitalization, ER visits)
• Reduction of symptoms in specific 

populations: pregnancy, pediatrics, 
immunocompromised

• Improvements vs comparator meds, 
other vaccines & routes of administration 

Real World Observation:
• Against variants under selective pressure

(genetic sequencing data needed)
• Reduction in transmission of the virus in 

populations --by March/April 2021

Durability: 
Clinical Data
• Persistence of High Titer levels of 

Neutralizing Antibodies
• Number and frequency of booster 

shots (serology test data needed)
- by vaccine
- by patient-type

Scalability
• Can vaccine maintain stability and 

quality when scaled up? 
• Can it be produced in quantities that will 

make it widely available?
• Is it profitable to sell to poorer nations?
• Level of complexity of Administration–

co-administer with flu vaccine?
• Shelf life? Refrigerator or ambient stable 

formulation?
• No super-constrained ingredients✓ = Demonstrated in EUA submission
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Transmission – More Efficacious than Symptomatic 

• Reduce general transmission  
• Leads to herd immunity if 

people take the vaccine

• Reduces mild symptoms

• Fever, fatigue, headache, 

chills, vomiting, diarrhea, 

increased muscle/joint pain

Range of Effectiveness

Reduce symptoms

No Impact

Lowers Human Death Rate Kills the Virus

• Reduce length of disease reduces 

transmission by 10% 

• Rt peaks not shifted much

• Slightly lower mortality rates -10%

• Reduce severe symptoms 

• reduce hospitalizations 

• Lower mortality rates

Reduce Transmission

Vaccine Impact on COVID

Negative Impact

50% Impact

90% Impact

Select for Superbug

Antibody Enhancement

If Rt is 3 then after 10 generations, 

~100,000 infections occur from a 

single infection.  

If IFR is reduced 50% from 1% to 

0.5%, then total deaths are reduced 
from 1000 to 500 deaths.  (-50%)

If Rt (reproduction rate) is 3 then after 10 generations, 

~ 100,000 infections occur from a single infection.  If R 

is reduced 50% (Rt=1.5), then only ~2800 infections 

occur from a single infection.  If IFR (Infection Fatality 

Rate) remains at 1%, then total deaths are reduced 
from 1000 deaths to 28 deaths (-97%)

Improved Impact Improved Impact



Moderna: Suggestive Evidence of Transmission Impact
Selection of clinical endpoints matters!  Moderna’s primary endpoint was the prevention of mild 

symptoms of COVID, not reduced transmission of COVID.  

A vaccinated person could carry the virus in their respiratory tract and not get sick if their immune system 

is destroying the virus elsewhere in their body. If the virus remain in their mouth or nose, a sneeze, 

cough, or breathe would transfer contagious virus particles and still infect others.  Moderna checked the 

viral load levels with nasal swabs of positive trial subjects infected between dose one and two. 

In an Addendum, Moderna announced that they have preliminary suggestive evidence of a 48 – 62% 

reduction in reducing the transmission of the COVID among those vaccinated.  

14

26

38

26

Transmission Impacts 

(- 63%) prevalence vs PlaceboActual
Expected

(- 46%) vs Expected

Viral Shedding Detection after 1 Dose

Vaccinated Subjects Placebo Group

52

52

TotalCases



Efficacy Comparison: Symptoms vs Transmission
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95% Reduction in 
Symptoms Only

No Vaccine

1/21 7/21 1/22

Optimal Uptake Scenario 
Moderna & Pfizer, 2021

Observations
1. Note how much lower the variation

in death rate results with reduced 

transmission

2. If vaccinated do not transmit, then 

PPE and distancing requirements go 

down substantially.  

3. If the vaccinated do transmit then 

continued PPE and distancing will be 

required until herd protections are 

achieved. 

Lives Saved

Symptoms only vaccine – 200,000

Symptoms + Transmission – 354,000

65% Reduction in Transmission 
And 95% Reduction in Symptoms

deaths/ 

day

1500

3000

4500



Flu

60%

365

Yearly Shots

Booster

Boosters every 18 months

SARS MERS

Yr 2                Yr 3                      Yr 4          

SARS

Re-infectionFlu Reinfection

Measles

Durability: Only Time Will Tell
COVID vaccines tested to date confer up to 9 months (IE, no waning in most participants) of effective immunity

Vaccine durability is not well understood.   It can vary among populations and vaccines, so you may need to 

be tested regularly.

COVID clinical studies are measuring anti-body titers, but to determine durability time-series 

studies of neutralizing antibodies (Nabs) must be conducted 

For 

Life

Flu

Vaccine
Effective-
ness

COVID-19 Gen 1

Measure:

• Elevation of immune response

• Speed of decay of neutralizing 

antibodies
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Achieving Herd Immunity – The Pathway

Control Opportunity
Vaccine
Efficacy

Durability, Supply & 
Acceptance

Pandemic

Outbreak 

Management:

Haves and Have 

Nots

Endemic Management 

Vigilant NPI,  

Medication and 

Vaccine Cocktail 

Management

Threshold – 85%

Eradication

Opportunity
High

Low

Low High
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U.S. goal:

Control

Best Case U.S. Pathway Toward Viral Control
Full Normalcy Would Require Eradication

Pandemic

Vigilance against 

outbreaks

Manage chronic 

low-grade cases

Late 2020

May 2021

Threshold – 70 - 85%

Eradication 

[China goal]

202?Vaccine
Efficacy

Low

Vaccination
Supply & Acceptance

Low High

High *

* Assumes proven 
transmission 
reduction and 
durability

Two types of 

“new normal”
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Improving

Vaccine

Efficacy

Improving Vaccine Durability

Full Normalcy Requires Eradication

• Efficacy must exceed ~85% vs 

symptoms & ~65% vs transmission

• Durability must be long-term

Normalcy!
Sanitizing vaccines provide 

independence from others

Recurring

COVID Outbreaks

Good efficacy but poor durability 

creates dependency on medical 

vigilance, recurring restrictions on 

travel, etc.

Recurring

Low Grade Symptoms
Good durability but poor efficacy 

creates dependency on community 

behavior: separation, masks, etc.

Controlled Pandemic

Marginal efficacy and durability help 

control but not eradicate pandemic 

conditions. Masks, distancing, 

vigilance, restrictions still required, 

but deaths are reduced.

Control Opportunity

Impro

ving

Vaccin

e

Efficac

y Improving Vaccine Supply & Acceptance

Pandemic

Haves and Have Nots

Some Control w.

Cocktail Approach

Threshold – 70 - 85%

Eradication

Opportunity
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Potential “Normal” Scenarios

Vaccine safety that does 
not cover entire 
population creates 
different “normalcy” for 
different groups:
Would need to protect some 
groups from the general 
population: children? Seniors?

Ineffective transmission reduction 
would create a new health and social 
“normal”:
Significant impact on healthcare, with 
more long-haul cases and higher 
comorbidity death rates.
General economic impact on productivity 
through poorer workforce health and  
ongoing need for distancing.
Lots of antibody serology testing.

Durability issues would 
require discipline and 
vigilance to maintain 
“normal”: 
Constant serology and antigen 
testing, boosters, reliance on 
medicines

Scalability Issues would delay 
return to normal:
Severely constrained supply or 
access increases polarization 
between haves/have nots.Durability & Scalability

Issues together would 
reinforce each other, 
creating significant social 
and economic stress.

Ineffective transmission reduction & 
Lack of safety for a large population: 
Would result in a highly-managed normal.

Endemic

Vigilance

Normal 

for most

Normal 

for few
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• We do not know how SARS-CoV-2 will respond to selective pressure (e.g., UK,VUI-202012/01)

• Frequency of vaccinations needed to immunize may vary between different populations

• There may be an opportunity for AI/ML to optimize vaccine deployment to minimize resistance

Vi
ru

le
nc

e 
&

 M
ut

at
io

n 
Ra

te
s

Immune Response Effectiveness & Duration 

Low

High

Rapid Waning Strong Durable

One vaccine 

works for 

everyone

Durable but mutates:
Wide variation 

between severity of 

disease and 

transmission leads to 

variation in outcomes

Mutates and is not 
durable:
Hundreds of 

vaccines for 

hundreds of 

disease variations

Doesn’t mutate but 
is not durable:

Many boosters 

required 

Virus

Host

Viral Mutation Adds Challenge to Herd Immunity

Variable

Adverse 

Selection 

Pressures of 

Vaccines and 

Medicines

Three ways a virus can escape an initially effective vaccine
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Our vaccines, antibody therapeutics and diagnostics all 
target only the spike protein of the Wuhan lineage

Location, speed and number of mutations determines likelihood of vaccine escape

This is typically a very conserved portion of the virus, since it must retain high binding affinity to the host target 

receptor to survive. Our approach assumed spike protein would not mutate.

Vaccine Antigens

• Astra Zeneca

• CanSino

• Sputnik V

• Inovio

• Clover

We must target the 

spike protein, but 

this makes these 

vaccines and 

antibody 

treatments 

susceptible to 

mutations in the 

spike protein.

• Moderna

• Pfizer

• JnJ

• Novavax

• Sanofi
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Targeting non-spike proteins would risk 

Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (ADE).
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The COVID-19 binding region* (RBM) is very plastic

Spike Mutation Rates are HIGH
Binding Region 2x vs Spike Protein 
Binding Region 4x vs Rest of Virus

*RBM = Receptor Binding Motif

1.  Has 2 amino acid deletions that increase binding affinity to host ACE2 receptors by up to 85%, viral shedding 

by over 50% and overall  transmission by approximately 56%

2.  When combined with other slow mutations, it confers increased survival on strains that would otherwise die 

out, increasing genetic diversity.  

3. R0 increases by between 0.4 to 0.7 - this is an exponential factor and directly raises herd immunity targets.

Spike Protein is mutating fastest in the most critical area 

The B1.1.7 Variant

Challenges
• High mutations in area that is 

supposed to be most stable

• Mutations occurring in accessible 

regions (binding areas) that our 

meds target

• Mutation is more transmissible--

directly raises herd immunity 
targets

B1.1.7 has 17 mutations in the binding region vs the Wuhan Lineage 
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Many new variants may be going undetected

• ~1 mutation every 10 transmissions

• ~2 amino acid replacements/month in global 

lineages

• Substitution Rate 10
-3
/site per year

About half the speed of Influenza Virus

But COVID is now showing a hyper-mutation 
capability, and the US is flying blind… 

SARS-CoV-2 Mutation Rate:

% COVID Samples Genetically Sequenced

U.S.

<0.3%

U.K.

7.4%

4.6%

Japan Australia

58%

Percent

Sequenced.

Mutations of the spike protein can cause our 
medicines to be less effective, especially 
mutations in accessible binding region proteins… 

U.S. Ranking in numbers vaccinated:  2nd

U.S. Ranking  in % samples sequenced:  43rd  

As U.S. puts the virus under selective pressure of the 
vaccine, better monitoring is required to prevent superbugs

Low Mutation Rate Spike Protein
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Variant 502.V2 South African Spread 
The 501.V2 South African Variant
1. The South African variant is anecdotally reported to be more deadly for the young

2. We are not sure if our vaccines are effective against this strain – Johnson & Johnson trial may tell.

3. South Africa conducts genetic surveillance at a slightly higher rate than the U.S.  Unlike in the U.K., 

this variant overwhelmed the South African surveillance system in one month

Penetration of the new Variant COVID-19 Death Rate 
7-day average, UK & SA
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70% increased Ro!

Lineage B1.1.7 – Will be SARS-CoV-2 in the UK 
Lockdown

Starts 

Lockdown Effective vs

Old COVID but not New COVID

Broader

Lockdowns

Current Level of 

Variant in U.S. ~1%

By March it may be 

50% of the cases…

• New Distancing 

Measures

• Single Dose 

Vaccination

• Mixing Vaccines

• Dedicated COVID 

Hospitals

• AZ Vaccine Approval
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Astra Zeneca Vaccine Approved at 53% 1-dose Efficacy
AZ is the first full S protein vaccine (like Sputnik V, CanSino, Inovio and Clover). 

Moderna, Pfizer, Novavax and JnJ use the S-2P antigen - the full spike protein with 2 Proline substitutions 

Pfizer
44,448

Moderna
30,351Trial size – n

Male/Female 51%/49% 52%/48%

Active/Placebo 50%/50% 50%/50%

White

Black/African Am

All Others

82%

10%

8%

79%

10%

11%

Ethnicity

Hispanic/Latino

Non-Hispanic

26%

73%

21%

79%

16/18 – 65 years

>65 years old

Prior COVID Infection

79%

21%

75%** 

25%

4%

Pivotal Ph 3 Subjects Studied

Astra Zeneca*
Dosing is 2 dose,  4, preferably 8 – 12^ (!) weeks apart

Same contraindications and under representations 

as Moderna and Pfizer

Similar reactogenicity safety profile based on 12,021 

subjects receiving at least one dose of the active

Astra Zeneca Covacin Approved in UK and India

*efficacy reporting from 4 pooled trials

**17% at health risk

11,636

^ participants vaccinated from 4 – 26 

weeks apart, 1 yr follow-up

50%/50%

94% 

6%

39%/61%

83%

4%
13%

5% Asian

Efficacy after 2 doses 70.4%*  (95% CI: 58.8, 80.6%)
Efficacy after 1 dose   52.7% (95% CI: (40.5, 62.4%)

0.02% Serious Adverse Event - hospitalization
Serious disease - prevented

Achieves minimal endpoints, but is not competitive

Cohort of 2741 patients, 18 -55 yoa showed efficacy of 90.4%
with half dose prime/full dose boost 30 days apart.  Without 

this cohort, which was a fortuitous dosing error, efficacy 

drops to 62%.

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Mutation Threats
Critical Clinical Study Genetic Variant End-points

1. Escape from vaccine-induced immunity

2.  Escape from natural immunity (Reinfection)

3.  Increase in clinical severity of COVID

4.  Reduction in treatment effectiveness

5.  Reduction in prophylaxis effectiveness

6.  Increased transmission

7.  Escape from detection/diagnostic

More genetic surveillance is required – targeted and at speed to prevent super-bugs 
Current Status

No

Low

No

Low

No

Yes

Low

Likelihood

Likely

Likely

Not Likely

Likely for antibodies

(e.g., Regeneron, Lilly)

Very Likely for Mabs

And Conv. Plasma

Certain

Likely

Our Response
Annual vaccines like the flu 

Increased serology testing

Increased PPE and diagnostic testing

Annual vaccines like the flu

Increased serology testing

Increased PPE and diagnostic testing

Specialty anti-virals

Specialty symptomologic therapeutics

Increased serology testing

More Mab options

More anti-viral options 

Controlled use of these options

Vaccines

Increased PPE and diagnostic testing

Increased distancing

Diagnostic test panels

Reference testing

No = no confirmed reports in the current scientific literature; thus its status is unknown, not non-existent ©January 2021 Fred Brown



Our Response to Virus Variant Counterattack 
• Must be faster than original allocation process assumes

• Must vaccinate a higher percent of population

• Must scale antigen & serology surveillance testing to localize virus 
& monitor population immunity levels

• Must ramp up genetic testing to find variants

• Must adopt tighter NPI protocols

Likelihood

©January 2021 Fred Brown

Percent of 
Population with 
Disease-Induced 

Immunity
X

Percent of 
Transmission 
Blocked by 

Vaccine
+=

Percent of 
Population 

with 
Immunity

(Effectiveness) (Adoption)

Virus-mutation-related risk factors:
• Escaping vaccines or medicines under 

selection pressure (High)

• Becoming more transmissible (High)

• Becoming more virulent (Medium)

Public-confidence-related risk factors:
• Populations with history-based trust issues (High)

• Concerns about speed of development, trust of 
sources (High)

• Anti-vaxxer efforts, social media impact (High)

Percent of 
Population 
Vaccinated



Vaccination

The challenges:

• Production

• Distribution: “last mile” challenges and allocation issues
• Persuasion & Adherence

To achieve herd immunity against 
a highly transmissible virus, we 
must immunize most of the 
population

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

©January 2021 Fred Brown

https://theoldschoolpatriot.com/vaccines-covid19-population-control/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


U.S. is likely to look like Britain by March

July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Moderna

Pfizer

JnJ

AZ

US 
Projected

Daily 
COVID

Death Rate

3000

5000

Deaths/day: 7000 - 9000 Hospital Capacity Thresholds – CFR 2 – 14x Normal

** Assumptions: Injection rate ~2B/yr
after 2021 & durable sanitizing 
vaccine

2020 2021

12/10 EUA

12/18 EUA

3/31

2/25

EUA

EUA

Novavax

*if FDA accepts EMA data

5/1 EUA

May

Earliest 
EUAs

Earliest BLA (Approval 
for General Use  –
May 10, 2021 

3000  deaths/d overwhelms 10% of the country

Global Herd 
Immunity:  end 
of 2023 
earliest.**

Trial delay due to 

safety concerns

• We may be close to hospital capacity as vaccine distribution begins

- Hospital staff too busy to do the vaccinations

- Training needed to deliver vaccines

- Limits ability to give anti-body treatments 

• Outbreak puts huge pressure on regulators and producers to cut 
corners

• State healthcare services are underfunded for vaccine distribution

1000



No Pre-vaccine control

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21

20M 102M 195M 242M

8/214/15/21 10/21 12/21

Cumulative Vaccinated Population*  

200

*  2 doses Moderna or Pfizer Vaccine

Road to Herd Immunity Starting Point 

Starting Point:  ~ 69% More Deaths per Day

R ~ 70% higher

• States now have a choice to try to control COVID prior to vaccine roll-out with PPE, hygiene, distancing and testing or 

to simply wait for the vaccine.  

• Not controlling COVID now will result in a much higher level to start on the path to herd immunity and will take longer.

Pre-vaccine control multiplies vaccine effectiveness and saves lives

Pre-vaccine control

4500

©January 2021 Fred Brown



No Pre-vaccine control

and then
Suboptimal allocation

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21

20M 102M 195M 242M

8/214/15/21 10/21 12/21

Cumulative Vaccinated Population*  

200/day

*  2 doses Moderna or Pfizer Vaccine

Biden’s 100-Day Goal is Critical to Achieving Control of the Virus

Pre-vaccine control

and then
Optimal allocation

4500

©January 2021 Fred Brown

The first 100 days will 
lay the foundation for 
herd immunity, or not.

1,000/day

Inflection Point 

August 1, 2021

Inflection Point

November 15, 2021

Allocated Supply (supply constraints)

• Holding vaccine efficacy and vaccination rates constant, jurisdictions that go into the vaccination program 

without  getting their viral levels down will suffer 2.25x ,more deaths and take a 20% hit to their economy 

• High starting point makes herd immunity unreachable for years



States have more responsibility than resources 
for Last Mile distribution

Jurisdictions are responsible for 

the last mile allocations to each 

patient

Pfizer

Moderna

J & J

AZ

Novavax

Sanofi

CDC

Allocation

Algorithms

State 2

State 3

State 4

State 5

State 6

State 7

State 8

State 1

64 jurisdictions 
each have additional 

separate algorithms

Eligible Population

Health Status

COVID Prevalence

Vaccine 

Label/Availability

(Policy Priorities)

Expect discrepancies from state to state:  
System gamesmanship, accusations of unfairness and resentments among citizens
No Real-time feed-back loops to manufacturers
Multiple allocation systems may confuse the public and slow vaccine distribution 

Manufacturers 

release vaccine 

batches CDC allocates 

supply to each 

jurisdiction

Demand Management is Highly Variable across Jurisdictions 

Policy Priorities Consider: 

• Who is most likely to need 

to be hospitalized or die if 

infected

• Who care for the sick and 

are most likely to spread it

• Who provides essential 

services to manage our 

infrastructure

©January 2021 Fred Brown



U.S. still has low levels of “natural” immunity

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Weekly Hospitalization Rates by Age
3/1/20 – 11/28/20

Hospitalization Rates by Race/Ethnicity
Adjusted for Age, 3/1/20 – 11/28/20 

3.5x

Vaccination Allocation Strategy: Avoid Overwhelming Hospitals

When hospitals are overwhelmed, death rates increase by 2 – 14x baseline COVD Infection Fatality Rates (IFR)

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Hospital Deaths are Driven by Age (vs Health Status)
Vaccine duration and effectiveness may be reduced in the very old and the very young 

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Top Health Factors Driving Hospitalizations
Obesity and related co-morbidities may also reduce the effectiveness of vaccines

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Multiple Underlying Medical Conditions:  
Greatest risk for COVID Hospitalization

©January 2021 Fred Brown
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Healthcare Workers must be Vaccinated Early

Healthcare workers are 

at high personal risk, 

they care for the most 

vulnerable, and they are 

a risk to transmit to the 

most vulnerable. 

Non-Healthcare Workers

Healthcare Workers

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Nurses & Nurse 
Aids ~60% of cases

Healthcare Personnel Shortages & Burn-out
Drive Health System Capacity Hospitalizations Among HCP 

Mar-May 2020

©January 2021 Fred Brown



NAM’s Proposed Vaccine Distribution (Pfizer only)
Vaccine resisters balance supply constraints

4/1/21 - 8/31/2112/27/20 - 3/31/21 9/1/21 - 11/30/21 12/1/21 - 3/31/22

90,000,000

85,000,000

20,000,000
Not eligible until completion 

of clinical trials

137,000,000

High Risk HC Workers
Military 

Nursing Homes

First Responders

Elders w/ co-morbidities

Youngers w/ co-morbidities

Elders in congregate living

Teachers & education staff

Other essential workers

Other congregate Living
(Prisons, group homes)

Homeless/No access to HC

Remaining elders
With co-morbidities

Laggards from  Ph 1 groups

All other Older Adults
(not high risk)

Phase 3

Phase 1 

Phase 2

Children

Phase 4

All others 18-64

% total
pop

~80%

~60%

~40%

20%

2nd Generation 
Vaccines

• Pregnant, Infants/ 

young children

• Immuno-
compromised

• SAE Populations of 
Phase 1 Vaccines 

Achieving herd immunity 
will require vaccinating 
25% of those who 
currently don’t intend to 
be vaccinated:

Anti-vaxxers: 30M

Angry disbelievers: 65M

Cultural resisters: 50M

Skeptical laggards: 65M

US population is ~332M.

10/2/20

Original 
Tiimeline

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Allocation Scenarios as more Vaccines Roll Out

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21

20M 102 M 195M 242M
8/213/21 10/21 12/21

1200

625

Cumulative Vaccinated Population

200

No Vaccine Rt 1.2

90% Reduction in Rt

Inflection Point 

November 10, 2021

Inflection Point 

August 1, 2021

Pfizer + Moderna Best Case 

Allocated Supply (supply constraints)

1500

3000

Deaths/Day

11/15 1/21
20M 102 M 242M

5/213/21 10/21

1200

625

Cumulative Vaccinated Population

JnJ Intro

8/21
195M

Pfizer + Moderna + JnJ Best Case  

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

~125,000 

lives saved

Through 8/21, scenarios are most sensitive to vaccine manufacturing supply roll out

©January 2021 Fred Brown
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20M

Goal Actual Shipped

12 M

12/20 Doses

Actual Injected

2.7 M

Jan 21 – April 30

100 M

Goal Monthly Mfg
Goal

Actual Injected?

125* M

*25,000 sites 100 injections per day 

OWS Goal vs Actual for December Biden First 100 Day 100M Dose Goal

Where is the Vaccination Bottleneck?
Will We Scale?

The 3 critical factors
1. Manufacturing 

• constrained raw materials 

• complex process 

• little experience

2. Distribution
• Allocation bureaucracy

• Biggest bottleneck is scale at 

vaccination sites. 

• Little timely communications along the 

supply chain leading to poor inventory 

control, supply/demand coordination

3. Communication
• convincing/advocating not informing

• social media

• monitoring status – herd immunity

Lofty goals, new manufacturing and no distribution 

January 6, 2021
350,000 doses/d

200+ M

April 30, 2021
6.7M doses/d(?)

Walgreens + CVS Current 
Capacity ~2.1M/d max

75M

©January 2021 Fred Brown
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Complex, Highly Regulated Biologicals Manufacturing

Step 2. Andover, MA 

mRNA Production 
• DNA Incubation

• mRNA production 

• Capping & Stabilization

• Purification

(Lonza: Manchester, NH) 

Step 3. Kalamazoo, MI

Lipid Nanoparticle Production
• Lipid Construction

• mRNA Encapsulation

• Vaccine Formulation

(CordonPharma: 

Boulder CO)

Step 4

Fill and Finish
• Sterilization

• Packing

• Flash Freeze

• Storage

• Pack & Ship

(Catalent: IN)

Adjuvants (none in M & P vax)  

Excipients & Reagents 

Ancillary products

Precise, sterile, biological new manufacturing is extremely difficult to scale and control at high, consistent yields

100nm

+ Raw Material Constraints

Step 1. St. Louis, MO 

Linearized DNA Template
• Cell Culture & 

• Purification at Scale 

• Linearization

©January 2021 Fred Brown
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Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Pfizer ModernaJnJ

140150M

10

35

65

13
12

15

15

25

20

50

40

50

100M

50M

215M*

AZ

?

*~80% Vaccination w/o Children

21

25

67

200M

Immunityx ?

121M

Ph 1

Ph 2

Ph 3

Children

Gen Pop

30

30M Anti-Vaxxers

65M angry 

disbelievers

65M children not 

yet eligible, 

including ~6M in 

antivax 

households

GAP

Supply Should Meet Demand by Mid-2021

280M = Herd Immunity w Original COVID and a  95% Effective Vaccine

310M = Herd Immunity w/ New Variant COVID and a  95% Effective Vaccine

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Unconstrained 1 Shot vs 2 Shot Reserved Scenario

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

People 

Vaccinated

150M

100M

50M

200M

Ph 1

Ph 2

Ph 3

280M = Herd Immunity w Original COVID and a  95% Effective Vaccine

310M = Herd Immunity w/ New Variant COVID and a  95% Effective Vaccine

10
5

35
20

39

140

86

380

240

65
1 shot

2 Shot

1 shot Immune

One shot is preferred if it confers more than 58% symptom effectiveness and eliminates severe disease and 
U.S. is ramped up to distribute second dose in May. 

Likely scenario extremes 1 dose vs 2 dose:  Worst = 8.2M excess deaths (52% efficacy), Best = 33.1M extra saved (82% efficacy) 

vs

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Single vs Double Dose Roll Out

©November 2020 Fred Brown

4500

Deaths/Day

If Moderna and Pfizer are 65% efficacious after one dose, then it could save 49,000 lives in 2022. 
This scenario assumes* a high spread variant scenario and that only 50% of one dosed patients get a second 
dose .  

Single vs Double Dose Hold Model, 2022

* Identical vaccines and no dose supply or demand constraints 



Insufficient High Through-Put Vaccination Ops 

Vaccine Distribution per Capita, 12/30/20 Vaccinations per Capita, 12/30/20

U.S. Average – Doses Distributed 12,409,050 vs Vaccinations  2,794,588

Average Availability vs Vaccination Rate:  4.4x
Target Population Availability vs Vx Rate:  13.1x

Long Term Care – Doses Distributed   2,166,200 vs Vaccinations     165,149

The rest of the population will bet impatient with the inability of targeted groups to get vaccinated quickly as they wait. 

Only low-density states are keeping up with 1M rate per day requirement.  WV and SD are best, but are at only 45% of 

the required rate set at 100M doses in 100 days in December 2020. chart 20M vs 12M dist vs 2.1 vax rqd for 100M

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Mobile Units Best Approach to Large-Scale, 
Rapid Vaccination

©January 2021 Fred Brown

Job Shop Scaled OpFocused Factory

“Vaccinator Site in a Box”
20,000+ 

Pharmacies Mobile units Few Mega Sites

Real-time coordination/communication none Dedicated none

Operational Complexity high low moderate

Availability of trained nurses/staff more focused fewer

Patient access easy easy hard

Product wastage high low low (but high risk)

Ability to distance low moderate low

Ability to coorcinate shipments difficult easy easy

Speed slow fast faster initially

Communication Type needed Must reach individual With groups* Mass

Best-Positioned Manufacturer: Moderna both Pfizer

*Hospitals, nursing homes, military, police/fire, prisons

DPA could get military to 

deploy 5,000 mobile units 

injecting 1,000 people/day 

and solve this problem



Allocation Systems
- Demography

- Health Risk Levels

- Employer

- Virus Weathermap

Supply Chain Mgt
- Quality Measures  

- Capacities

- Costs

- AI/ML Forecasts 

Immunity Levels
- Coverage/Bubbles

- Serology Testing

- Vaccination Rates

- Vaccine Efficacy

Lack of real-time, integrated supply chain control towers, immunization systems, 

communications and data slow distribution and increase waste

©January 2021 Fred Brown



We are far short of the 85% population we need to be willing to 
be vaccinated

Remaining resistance levels mean that mandates and incentives (lotteries) could 
be required to address the inoculation gap before herd immunity

Mindset Segments 2021 2022

Skeptical laggards 20% 3%

Angry disbelievers 20% 20%

Cultural resisters 15% 8%

Anti-Vaxxers 9% 9%

Total Resisters 54% 40%

Total Willing 46% 60%
We need 85% with current virus 
strain, and more if it mutatesMinimum gap is 25%

Use education & social norms to overcome safety & efficacy fears

Cite corrections of past mistakes 

Limit the spread of mis-information by working with the platforms and 
structures in place

Employ EO to eliminate 230 Protections for misinformation on matters 
pertaining to COVID

Major Communication Efforts Needed:



Vaccine Resistance Will Impede Herd Immunity

Population

Inoculated

Aug 2021

80%

50%

Likely 90%(!)

Likely 50%

U.S. COVID Control 
8/21

~ 45%
Range = 35 - 55%

Likely 45%

Herd Immunity Likely 85% Required for

Normalcy

Recovered 

population 
(Likely 10%

w Nabs)

GAP  

30%

X =

Degree of US COVID Control Due to Vaccine

Vaccine Hesitant
• Anti-Vaxxers: 9%
• Angry disbelievers: 20%
• Cultural resisters: 15%
• Skeptical laggards: 20%

With 90% effective vaccine, 25% of the vaccine hesitant group must vaccinate

Level of 
Control/
Efficacy

First 

Generation

Vaccine 

Effectiveness

280M

% of Population 
Inoculated

Level of 
U.S. COVID 

Control 

Recovered as % of 
populationX =

Vaccine 
Effectiveness at 

stopping 
transmission

©January 2021 Fred Brown
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The Antivax Movement is a Serious Threat to Controlling COVID
Motivations: 

• Important to personal identity

• Revenue: selling books, services, food supplements, courses…
Messages:

• Vaccines are dangerous to the health of you and your family

• Toxic content, not property tested, allergic reactions, long-term 

damage

• Vaccination programs are a threat to your personal liberty

• Vaccines are unnecessary: there are “natural” alternatives
• Vaccines violate religious beliefs (not Kosher, not Halal)

• Promoters of vaccines have nefarious motives

Messaging strategies: 

• Emotional appeals: do you love your children enough?

• Embed in related communities:

• Libertarian, Vegan, Naturopathic, Parental, Animal Rights, 

Conspiracy-Minded

• Appeal to distrust of experts, science, big pharma, big gov’t, big 
healthcare, big insurance

• Exploit social media’s algorithms which promote “hot” messages
• Exert political pressure: demonstrations, lobbying, media campaigns

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Facebook Clusters of Vaccine Positions, 2019*

*1300 Views Followed by 85M people

Antivaxxers on Social Media Threaten Herd Immunity

©January 2021 Fred Brown

Vaccination Advocates Anti-Vaccinators

• Lead with their emotional convictions

• Strong believers that they know the truth

• Have speed, scale and reach through 

social media, all media

• Practice advocacy messaging

• More numerous posts – fill voids

• Better linked to other communities and 

interest groups

• Unlike scientists, they have no gatekeepers

• Strategy: “ Seduce the undecideds”

• “Vaccine Hesitant”
• Low trust in institutions and government 

• Hear many opinions, so search for views

• Want to be constantly updated

• Targeted by advocacy groups, mostly 

from the antivax side

Undecideds

• Feel an ethical obligation to be factual

• Expect “truth” to evolve
• Work at the speed of science

• Trust peer-reviewed, published science

• Speak in hedged, technical language

• Not strongly linked to other communities

• Not strongly linked to the undecideds

• Not strongly attentive to public sentiment

• Don’t actively practice counter-messaging

Strategy: “Let the numbers speak for 
themselves”

“Two-thirds of the time when a 

user joins an extremist group on 

Facebook it’s because Facebook’s 
own algorithms recommend it.”



Pro Vaccinators
Anti-Vaccinators

Issue:  Information Glut
Solution:  Recommendation Engines –
Facebook, U-Tube, Twitter, Medium, Reddit,…
Engine Optimization Goals:  Time on site and 

monthly average  user stats, not outcomes

Problem BIAS – Hits signal a widely held view, but 

not an authoritative or expert view

Page one  hits have the most compelling memes, 

get the most likes, or are shared by influencers with 

large audiences – not reliable sources.

Section 230 Issue – Engines must be compelled to 

• Down rank or depreciate false health posts or

• Hard Overrides of most popular to health 

authorities 

• Unamerican - shift from discredited  (“Vaccines 
cause autism”) to a political statement 
(“Vaccination mandates are government 
overreach”) and appeal to protect free speech  

• Dangerous – Toxic, insufficiently tested, 

unnatural ingredients.  Focus on allergic 

reactions and outlier adverse events, cell 

cultures are not Halal (“Vaccines will kill you.”) 
• Unnatural - Appeals to the heart (“Do you love 

your children?”).  Link to natural foods & health
• Live authentic natural living rise to the top, 

• Corrupt - Experts/doctors are bought by pharma 

and the shot is risky, unnatural  and 

unnecessary if you are healthy.

• Conspiracy Theory linking like microchip 

implanted with vaccine etc - thriving  in low-

trust environments

• Selling/advocating alternative medicines, 

miracle cures and books

Messaging Needed 
• Prebunking – especially speed/safety

• Countering anti-vaccine narratives with 

accurate information to instill confidence. 

• Partnering with religious and civil-society 

groups trusted by targeted communities 

(younger, non-white, less informed)

• Resourcing & funding advocacy messages 

to targeted audiences

The Fight is for the Undecideds

Current Messaging

Undecided

Pro-Vaccinators are disadvantaged 
and will lose this war without change 

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Global Resistance to Vaccine

“Humans are not good at assessing risk. We see doing something as inherently riskier than not doing anything,”

Only countries in good NPI control and high vaccination rates will achieve herd immunity in the next 10 

years – China, South Korea, Australia, and possibly Japan.  The remaining major population centers will 

not achieve herd immunity without greater vaccination levels.

©January 2021 Fred Brown



2021 Three US Scenarios: 
Plan for the Worst, Hope for the Best…  

7/1 1/122

80,000 deaths/yr

240,000 deaths/yr

24 ,000 – 40,000 deaths/yr

500K – 1M deaths/yr

Half-speed roll-out of a durable, 95% 

effective symptom reduction and 65% 

effective transmission reduction vaccine

70%

30%

Eventual Herd Immunity

Return of the COVID

Ideal roll-out of a durable, 

sanitizing vaccine

Rapid Herd Immunity

1/1/21

2023-24

40%/500K deaths/yr

Post 2021 Run Rate

©January 2021 Fred Brown

Waning vaccine causes

failed herd immunity
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U.S. Best Case: Achieving Herd Immunity 
• Yes: If we assume an R0 in the range of ~2.5, herd immunity is achievable by vaccinating as little as 50% of the population, 

considering that over 10% of the population will likely have been infected by early to mid 2021 

• However, more research is needed on newly emergent strains: if the intrinsic infectivity is much higher, then higher vaccination 
coverage may be needed  

• Key assumption: This assumes that the vaccine role out will proceed on plan and will induce a robust immune response that 
prevents transmission, not just symptoms, in approximately 50-60% of recipients.  

Estimated true active infections 2020–21 in U.S. with 60% of population 
vaccinated by end of 2021 

True active infections are estimated number of people currently infected on each date, including 

asymptomatic/untested – therefore, numbers in the past are estimates
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Worst Case – Failed Herd Immunity
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True active infections are estimated number of people currently infected on each date, 

including asymptomatic/untested – therefore, numbers in the past are estimates

Dates on x-axis represent Jan 1st of each year 

Yes. If 
• Immunity only lasts one year
• Vaccine refusal is 50%
• Second dose compliance hit the U.S. average compliance rate of 50%* 
• Weariness leads governments and the public to drop most non-pharmaceutical interventions 

Outbreaks happen on an annual basis – as 

the first sizable proportion of the 

population who was vaccinated in Q1 2021 

sees their immunity wear off, cases climb, 

and no lockdown is imposed in response

Without serious action 

to flatten the curve, 

each of these new 

waves is short but 

severe – feasible that as 

much as 10% of the 

population could get 

infected within weeks, 

causing ~300k deaths in 

a very short time and 

devastating hospital 

capacity 
Herd immunity can be reached 

temporarily, but new waves will 

continue to occur annually and/or 

whenever the virus evolves

Herd immunity does 

not protect against 

these spikes, since less 

than half of the 

population is effectively 

vaccinated (low uptake 

and 50% second-dose 

compliance)

*50% is the US average second dose compliance rate for adult vaccines today©January 2021 Fred Brown



Navigating the pre-herd immunity world

©January 2021 Fred Brown

Adequate Protection Inadequate Protection

• Different levels of protection will be required at home, work, community, state, national and internationally.

• Outbreak monitoring and crisis management will keep us on edge

• Social, health and economic inequality will be exacerbated (era of have vs have nots) 

Self/
Home

Work & 
Venues 

Community/State

Nationally 

Internationally

Frequent antigen testing, periodic serology testing, vaccine boosters, danger awareness/prevention

Daily symptom surveys, temperature screens, distancing, new detection: dogs, sniff & voice tests 

Aggregation of venue data, testing data, and vaccination levels; active surveillance

Control strategy: State data aggregation and warning levels, population level surveillance mgmt

Eradication Strategy – Strict individual level controls through vaccine passport management

Multinational agreements on policy, vaccine distribution and virus surveillance 

• Bubble management will be important

• New normal behavior sets will be required 

to cope

• Personal levels of vaccine protection may 

vary over time. 

Groups will police herd immunity 



How much protection does the vaccine provide?
• Those with 2 vaccinations are 95% safe from serious infection

• Until 14 days after your second dose of the vaccine, you remain susceptible to 
infection

• Transmission efficacy levels of the vaccines remain unknown, so continue to 
exercise caution around others who have not been vaccinated

• Even those who are protected from getting sick may still carry the 
virus in their respiratory tract and could sneeze, cough, or breathe out 
contagious virus particles.

• Because there’s still a chance that you could be a silent carrier even 
after getting vaccinated, wearing a mask, practicing social distancing, 
and handwashing all remain important.

©January 2021 Fred Brown



Personal Bubble Management –
Active management of herd protection

COVID WAZE

Authentication

Vaccination Passport

COVID Call Center 

Blockchain Social Media COVID Dosimeter 
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Fred’s Predictions: Deaths/Day & Total

Jan. Feb. March April

March 23:
773 Deaths

September 1:

184,629 Deaths
November 14:

245,040 Deaths

Seven-day Average Cumulative Confirmed Deaths

January 1, 2021:

347,787 Deaths

April 1, 2021:

608,000 Deaths

Peak 4550

Impact of New Variants

~51,000 extra deaths



November 13:

153,000 Cases

Fred’s Predictions: Cases/Day & Total

November 1:

98,000 Cases

January 2

299,691 Cases

Feb 1 Mar 1
©2020 Fred Brown

Sept 1 Nov 1 15

0

Impact of 
New Variants
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1

Deaths/wk

Approximately 1 in 5 deaths in the U.S from 3/20 and 4/21 will be directly from COVID 19
+ 21%

Projected

CDC Excess death threshold

Predicted deaths from all causes

COVID 19 deaths

Fred’s Projected deaths
CDC Excess deaths +

COVID 19

U.S. COVID Cumulative Deaths

608,000
(projected)

3/20 – 3/21

352,000

Vietnam War

47,424

Korean War

33,386

WWll

291,557

WWl

53,402

Civil War

218,222

All Other Wars
13,826

657,817

Combat DeathsCOVID Deaths
1776 -2021

U.S. Excess Deaths + PTSD  
~ 9M* Long Haul COVID Patients 

100% - Chronic Fatigue

60%    - Aches/Pains

50%    - Short Breath/lung scarring

30%    - Neurological issues/foggy

25%    - Tachycardia

* = 25% x 32M Projected Confirmed Cases

Perspective – COVID’s Relative Impact on Survival



Big Pharma Winners
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2021 Production Schedule

©November 2020 Fred Brown

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

JnJ

140

50

40

150M

10

35

65

13
12

15

15

30

25

20

50

100M

50M

215M*

AZ

?

*~80% Vaccination w/o Children

Scorched Earth for Other Competitors

21

67

200M

Immunityx ?

121M

Ph 1

Ph 2

Ph 3

Children

Gen Pop

Herd Immunity
280M

** By year-end, JnJ likely to improve this in the private market
Pfizer Moderna

42%

32%

26%

By Volume By Value**

17%

40%

42%

17%

43%

Competitor Share
Through May 2020

25

Higher Regulatory Hurdles 
• Remaining clinical trials done outside U.S.
• Comparator hurdles in trials will be 

required
• Reduced FDA EUA opportunities

Challenged Growth Market Access
• Behind on niche populations (children, IC)

• If incumbents are durable or boostable, 
then most of the population unlikely to 
switch without incentives

Limited Profit Market Access
• OWS laggards have no access to private 

markets for extended periods (e.g., Sanofi)
• Hard to achieve scale economies unless 

leveraging existing/used capacity 

• If Moderna and Pfizer do not scale fast enough then there is a window for JnJ and AZ vector technologies

• AZ may be out of the U.S. market – pricing, capacity and durability issues of others may bring them back in 2022

• Novovax, Sanofi marginalized unless systemic safety issues arise in  general population (ie, not allergy/biomarker).  Protein subunit  

technology remains a niche play unless saved by Japan, France or durability issues of others

• If price becomes an issue then AZ and JnJ have long term edge – active control studies should by done by WHO/COVAX

High proportion of antivax and resistors left



Getting to free market…
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Once OWS volume contracts for each manufacturer expire, the manufacturer can market price their vaccines.  

Pfizer*

Moderna*

AZ

J&J

Novavax

Sanofi*

Merck

CDC Allocation Systems Phase 

Out

“Free Market”

CDC Distributes OWS Deal, Jurisdiction 

Allocates

“Allocated Market”
OWS Fixed Pricing Free Market Pricing

100

200

300

400

500
Max U.S. Demand
480M Doses/yr

2021 2022

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun      Jul Aug Sep Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun    Jul Aug

Options for 400 -500M more doses

Options for 400M more doses

Options for 500M more doses

Not Participating in OWS

SUPPLY

Childhood Generic
$1B global maket

Annual Booster

$10B Global Market

Specialty Vaccine

$20B Global Market



The Technology – World’s Chessboard…. 

• Safety –
Key? special pops 

• Efficacy–
Key? Over 65

• Scalability  

Key? Price, Access

• Durability

mRNA = Rook Vector = Bishop Protein Subunit=Knight* Traditional =
Pfizer Moderna JnJ AZ Novavax Sanofi China

++ +++

+++ ++

+ ++

++ +

+ +

+ +

+++ +++

+ ++

+++

++

++

++

+++

+

++

++

-

++

+++

+++

Under 65 Under 55

Safest for weak

Efficacy

/Dosing 

Issues

Safety Issues Restrictive Safety

Key ? Annual booster or not

Price/Performance, Risk Reward - P and M and mRNA will win in rich countries if durable and scale fast.  

Queen**

Blocking pawns

Rich person’s Vaccine 1 dose

*Includes Russia, they must increase capacity to remaina major factor in the game

**China is more likely to use their vaccine as a currency of diplomacy and political power 
TBD - May Block



Biden’s 7 Essential Programs to Beat COVID-19
1. National 

Strategy & 

Metrics

4. Vaccination Program

3. Health & Ec

Programs

3. Surveillance Testing/ 

Quarantining Program

2. Masks/PPE Program

6. Science Data and 

Comms Program

7. Global 

Pandemic 

Mgt

Infrastructure

Inauguration

1/22/21

U.S. COVID 

Daily Cases

1/20/20

60,000

40,000

20,000
(not to scale)

80,000

©November 2020 Fred Brown

Unified U.S. Strategy & Consistent Science-Driven 
Implementation & Performance Metrics.  Reboot 
CDC. 

Sufficient Supply of  Highest Quality,  Affordable, 
COVID-Specific PPE

Ubiquitous Testing.  Public Quarantine and 
Isolation Facilities

Global Development of  Best Vaccines, Assure 
continuing vaccine development despite resistance

Transparent Science-Based Communications to 
Rebuild Trust

Pandemic Management Infrastructure Program

Program to Restore Economic AND Health 
Sufficiency Fairly for All

300,000

Impact 



“Eradication” 
strategy

“Control” 
strategy

“Have/Have Not”

Pre-Vaccine Approaches Drive Transmission and Death Rates
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Conclusions
• The vaccine works– it is a public health issue

• Vaccine triumph will not allow us to relax vigilance soon

• Distribution bottleneck will improve as Biden employs DPAs

• Virus is fighting our technology: Faster-transmitting mutations also work against us

• It’s all about human behavior. Social media may prevent us from getting herd immunity
• Lead by personal example: mask, distance, test, restrict travel

• Global consequences: 

• Health

• 4 companies with monopoly power

• China has taken the lead in virus control; the US must regain its leadership, for long-term 
geopolitical and economic reasons.

• Vaccines will deepen economic, social and health disparities in this country; 

• U.S. Govt must restore equity

• Do what you can to contribute to a safe and fair return to normalcy.

• expand your thinking to include the next generation and how we can invest to make 
the US more resilient as we face non-traditional foes in future battles.
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Conclusions
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Seven global trends What they mean for you

Short term: the next four months will be the worst period in this 
pandemic. Lives will be saved (and improved) if we are able to upgrade 
our PPE/Test/Trace performance.

Assume you are at high risk and be very careful, Use PPE and social 
distancing at full strength. Avoid ALL large indoor gatherings until PPE or 
vaccines provide much more control likely Q3 of 2021. Leading by personal 
example results in the best outcomes.

Longer term: there is suggestive evidence that vaccines will be good 
enough to lead selected communities in the US to normalcy as early as Q3 
2021.  The first national normalcy – economic - will leave behind many 
and cause social damage through at least Q3 of 2022.  Vaccines will 
deepen economic, social and health disparities in this country

After reviewing data and consulting your physician, show up to your 
appointments and take a full course of the vaccine!  We will have a better 
Christmas next year.  Do not become overconfident – mask and distance 
for 14 days after receiving a full course of the vaccine. 40% of the 
economy will struggle to survive for the next 2 years.  Do what you can 
and act accordingly

The scientific revolution accelerating vaccine development is making it 
harder for us to have faith in the results, and errors committed by 
healthcare institutions have damaged their credibility. As a result, public 
trust is low and vaccine acceptance could be impaired.

Listen to scientific experts discussing peer-reviewed data. Be cautious 
about the pronouncements of politicians, social groups and business 
people with vested interests. When evidence supports it, shift your mental 
model to adapt to the speed resulting from this scientific revolution.

The new vaccines are promising, but much remains unknown: we don’t 
know how well they will prevent transmission, how long they will last, for 
whom they may be unsafe, or if they will achieve final approval. There are 
also major manufacturing and distribution challenges.

If you have no choice (if, for example, there’s only one approved vaccine), 
take it if it available to you. If you have a choice among vaccines, know the 
scientific differentiation between them and make the effort to seek out 
the best match for your individual situation.

The U.S. will do a sufficient job of vaccinating the first 20 million high 
priority recipients. After that—for most of 2021--distribution in the U.S. 
may be chaotic.

Be prepared to continue masking, distancing, and testing as long as 
necessary—Some U.S. populations may not have access to a safe, effective 
vaccine until 2022. 

Tragically, NPI could have spared us most of the losses we have endured to 
date, but we were unable to discipline ourselves to do it. Even now, better 
PPE use, testing, and distancing can save many lives before vaccines 
become widely available.

Advocate however you can for use of PPE and testing. This will save lives, 
drive us faster to herd immunity, and make the vaccination process safer. 
This tragedy is unequally shared. Do what you can to contribute to a safe 
and fair return to normalcy.

China leads the world right now in virus control and is among the leaders 
in vaccine development.  It’s important for the US to regain its leadership, 
for long-term geopolitical and economic reasons.

Prepare to manage and invest in a “post-war” world that will be extremely 
dynamic, with lots of opportunities and risks. Without a post-war 
dividend, expand your thinking to include the next generation and how we 
can invest to make the US more resilient as we face non-traditional foes in 
future battles.



To get on the mailing list:
forbes.kristine@gmail.com
kovacs.jean@gmail.com

For more information:
www.fredbrown.com

Google group:
fred-brown-info@googlegroups.com
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